
Name: ___________________________________ Lab 5: Using Arrays 
Use this sheet as your scratch paper. 
 
1. Templates for this activity are available on the course website. Download the Lab5.zip. 

Extract the files for use in BlueJ. 
 
2. Using BlueJ, open the project named Lab5. It contains three classes, WordData, 

WordDataSet, and WordTester. Each class already contains the necessary structure. Edit 
and complete WordData and WordDataSet for them to work properly with WordTester. 
Do not edit the WordTester. 

 
3. The WordData class creates a unique word. It allows the tracking of the string word and 

the integer frequency of the word’s usage. 
♦ public WordData( String w ) initializes the word to w and the frequency to 1 
♦ public void addFrequency() increments the frequency count by 1 
♦ public String getWord() returns the actual string of the word 
♦ public int getFrequency() returns the word’s current frequency count 

 
4. The WordDataSet class is an aggregate of WordData objects implemented with an array 

having a maximum size of 50. It keeps track of the total number of words entered into the 
set, the total number of unique words in the set, and the highest frequency count in the set. 
♦ public WordDataSet() initializes the instance fields, where all frequencies are set to 

0 and the array size is the maximum 
♦ public void addWord( String w) checks whether the word to be added has 

been previously added. If yes, the existing WordData object is added to the set and its 
frequency is increased. Otherwise, a new WordData object is created for the new word 
and the number of unique words is increased. If the word is successfully added to the 
set, the total word count increases. 

♦ public WordData findWord( String w ) facilitates locating existing words in 
the set 

♦ public int getUniqueWords() returns the total number of unique words 
♦ public int getTotalWords() returns the total number of words in the set 
♦ public void printUpdate() prints the current total word count and total unique 

words 
♦ public String getMostFrequentWord() updates the highest frequency count 

and returns the string of the most frequently used word. If there are equal frequencies, 
the most recently added word is returned. 

♦ public int getMaxFrequency() returns the highest frequency count 
♦ public void printExit() prints the most frequently used word and its 

corresponding frequency count upon the application’s termination 
 
5. Test your program with the WordTester class. Your program should include Javadoc-

formatted method comments and header information. 
 
6. Archive your project directory and name it Lab5-[Surname]-[ID number].zip and 

submit it through Moodle. 


